Theatre Glendon’s **Fridge Festival** presents:  
A festival of one acts shows including:

**Peaces**  
by Srimoyee Mitra  
In times when we cannot tell truth from lies, reality from fiction. When the lines have blurred have tried to string together these PEACES to explore the spaces in between.

**Andy and Eleanor**  
by Olga Rybates  
They meet again.

**Ecstasis**  
by Danica  
How can any one change the way  
Things are? step outside the system  
That is taken for granted every day.  
If you get over yourself the view is fair and far.

**Margaret of Anjou: Day Into Night**  
adapted by Shannon Maguire  
From young lover to warrior queen, from angry to wife to bereaved mother we follow the ambitious career of Shakespeare’s mightiest queen.

**The Puck Stops Here**  
by Katie Éthier  
This bilingual piece takes one of Canada’s favourite pastimes and one of Canada’s most heated debate topics, and throws them together to face off at center ice.

An adaptation of Susan Glaspell’s **Trifles**  
by Kaela Gillan, Tasha McPhee and Erin Rowe  
A seemingly simple murder investigation reveals much more as the language, which defines gender, is exposed through the significance of everyday “trifles”.

**Friday April 4th and Saturday April 5th, 7.00PM**  
Theatre Glendon, 2275 Bayview Avenue, at Lawrence.  
Reservations: 416-487-6822